Sell your
business with
confidence.

Dear business owner
Thank you for taking the time to look at what Henley Business Group has to offer.
I’ve been in business since 1989 either as an employee, director or adviser – that’s a long time in any
profession or business. My varied experience of both business processes and the people involved
influences how our staff approach an instruction and we’ll share that with you for your benefit.
Your business is probably one of your most valuable assets, something that has taken several years and
lots of hard work and dedication to create, maintain and build. Releasing that value is a one-off event and
the proceeds will support you in the next step of your life journey.
Selling your business is not only a financial consideration but an emotional one too. For most sellers it is
the end of an era and hopefully one with fond memories, but for others it is a matter of “wanting out” and
changing direction in life, usually retirement.
Since my early days as an articled clerk to a firm of accountants, where I interacted keenly with clients and their businesses with one
eye on my future, right up to today while you are reading this, I’ve seen a lot of change as you can imagine - from pricing models,
offshoring, outsourcing, commoditisation of routine tasks, the internet or “always available” work patterns - but I’ve also noticed that
some aspects have remained the same, such as the importance of personal relationships and sound advice upon which trust is built.
Whatever your reason for selling, Henley Business Group will endeavour to ensure that the road to your destination is a smooth one
that unlocks the maximum value in your business with minimum stress and inconvenience.
At Henley Business Group we specialise in “thinking out of the box” and it is rare that any two deals are exactly the same. We pride
ourselves in coming up with innovative ideas and bold strategies that allow you to get what you want out of the deal over a timeframe
that suits your lifestyle.
Before I go I’d like to point out to you that we take our appointment as sales brokers very seriously because not only have I made the
business sale journey personally and have total empathy with you, but the Henley Business Group business model relies on achieving
a successful sale. This is what drives and demonstrates the commitment of myself and my staff to you.
Yours faithfully

Norman Younger BA (Hons) FCCA MCIArb
Director

How we differ
from other brokers
99 Out of hours service once you have signed up
99 Database of over 10,000 firms of accountants, brokers and buyers nationwide
99 Innovative solutions for complex situations
99 Ability to move very fast if required
99 Manned office with access to dealmakers
99 We look for where the value lies not simply multiples
99 Pre-qualified and vetted list of buyers
99 Consultancy for self-sellers
99 Dedicated deal leader
99 Disposal of surplus premises
99 Our negotiators are trained on the world famous Karrass programme
99 Personal attention regardless of deal size
99 Our sister company, Maximiti, is a leading accountancy practice broker - we
speak the same language as accountants
99 Free initial consultation and desktop valuation
99 We undertake due diligence assignments - we know what buyers look for

Transaction Schedule
Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

GGInitial contact and no-obligation chat

GGCompletion of seller questionnaire

GGIdentify and discuss issues

GGIndentify your requirements

GGSign NDA

GGMeet with you (and your accountant)

GGDiscuss exit options

GGContract drawn between us

GGCollate information about your business

GGTimetable discussed

GGUnderstand your business fully

Getting to know you

Formalities begin

Digging deeper

GGIdentify where value lies
GGSWOT analysis

Step 7

Step 6

Step 5

Step 4

GGMeet prospects informally

GGReview and screen responses

GGConsider targetted campaign

GGDiscuss market conditions

GGMeeting feedback

GGProfile shortlist of buyers

GGCurrent opportunities

GGLook at pricing

GGSecond meetings

GGAssess shortlisted firms

GGDraw up Information Memorandum

GGPrepare financials

GGInvite offers

GGChosen prospects sign NDA

GGPlan online & offline campaigns

GGSector intelligence

Introductions

Shortlisting

Going to market

Valuation and pricing

GGDatabase matching

Step 8

Step 9

Step 10

Step 11

GGAnalyse and compare bids

GGOutline of offer

GGBuyer due diligence

GGPrepare contracts

GGCreate competition

GGConsider structure

GGAddress matters arising

GGOngoing meetings

GGNegotiate

GGExpected completion date

Selection

GGChoose final bidder

Heads of terms

Checking and digging

Towards the finish line
GGLiaise with solicitors
GGOngoing negotiations

Why you should use
Henley Business Group
Henley Business Group aims to achieve the best possible sale terms for you in the given market conditions.
We are acutely aware of the sensitive nature of selling a businesses and will at all times endeavour to ensure the highest level of
confidentiality and discretion.
Experience gained from talking to SME owners and accountants every working day means that we have a unique insight into
businesses from the smallest to the largest, whether in a city centre or in a remote rural location, and in a variety of sectors.
Our staff spend valuable time constantly researching the state of the market through reading trade journals, attending exhibitions,
conducting webinars and by participating in online professional websites and blogs.
We’ve got a lot of experience and insight to share with you for your benefit.
All our buyers are pre-vetted and we do not engage with them unless they complete a buyer’s questionnaire which allows us to
understand their background and what they seek from the deal. If we have doubts as to the viability or commitment of a buyer we will
not progress their application and we will not introduce them to you.
Even though you may have identified a buyer yourself have you considered bringing another potential party to the table? It’s
competition that drives up bids and for different buyers the value may lie in a different aspect of your business. For one it could be
reducing overheads by a physical merger and for another it could be the ability to utilise underemployed staff more profitably or
strategically.
Another compelling reason to use a broker is that it achieves higher prices and better terms than doing so alone without professional
support. Sellers are too emotionally involved to negotiate effectively, nor can they utilise the tactic of having to “refer back to their
client”.
In addition to our tried and tested comprehensive schedule of action right from the initial contact we also offer support all the way
to completion, liaising with solicitors and accountants and applying our years of experience to iron out the bumps in the road that
threaten to derail the deal that means so much to you.
Our business model is driven by you being 100% satisfied at all stages.

We know what you REALLY want to ask...
The burning question that most business sellers have is - how much is my business worth?
We totally “get it”.
However, the answer is not so straightforward. It comprises a variety of factors, from proprietary IP to publicly available recent
deal information and much more in between!
But the bare basics you need to know that apply to the vast majority of private company sales are:
EBITDA The adjusted earnings to make comparison easier and understand the pure trading aspects of your business. Start with
net profit on your accounts and add back depreciation, interest charges, tax and money taken out by the owners.
Multiple The number of times the EBITDA is multiplied to arrive at the market value.
The multiple may differ according to the business sector and the state of the market. It tends to be between 3 and 5 times
EBITDA in the B2B sector but there are many factors that can reduce or increase it dramatically. These will become apparent
during the sales process at Step 4 .

Length and
breadth of the
country

SMEs large and
small

Tens of millions of
pounds worth of
turnover

Buyers and sellers
of all ages and
backgrounds

Our track record
Since 2007 we’ve sold numerous businesses with tens of millions of pounds worth of sales in a variety of sectors with turnover
typically betwen £1m and £10m.
Our success rate once a deal commences is over 90%.
We’re proud of our track record and invite you to appoint us as your selling broker and demonstrate to you our attention to detail and
passion for getting the deal done to your satisfaction as swiftly as possible.

Instant growth,
faster than
organic

Unlocking
the
hidden
value
in your
business

UK foothold
for expansion
Single
premises
to reduce
overheads

Strategic move
Many sellers fail to
realise how much their
business is worth.
Investment
opportunity

We unlock the hidden value to
maximise your return.

Utilisation of
spare capacity

Buyers often find opportunities that the
incumbent is unable to capitalise on.
Spread reach
of specialist
service

This could mean that the amount
we can achieve for you is higher
than the traditional multiples
applied.

Enhances
reputation by
stepping up a
level

Similar
customer
profile
Higher average
fee sales or
better margins

Economies of
scale

When to Sell a business
6 Key Factors To Consider
99 You have “had enough” and are losing interest
99 You are thinking about retiring within 5 years
99 Company is performing strongly
99 The economic cycle is favourable
99 You foresee marketplace or industry changes that worry you
99 Your sector is consolidating and good multiples are currently achievable

The Business Sale Timetable
Approx estimates
Prepare Marketing Information

6 weeks

Marketing

6 weeks

Meetings

8 weeks

Negotiate Heads of Terms

4 weeks

Due Diligence

8 weeks

Total average time to completion

32 weeks

Annual holidays and Christmas will delay this timetable

What do buyers look for in a business?
99 Customer base with long term contracts
99 Diversified customer base
99 Longstanding customer relationships
99 Visible online presence
99 Strong brand
99 Good reputation
99 Quality approval certification
99 High barriers to entry - Warren Buffett ‘s famous “moat”
99 Opportunities to cross sell or up-sell

99 Management structure that will survive the retirement of the
vendor
99 Reliable cash flow
99 Consistent profitability over the years
99 Well protected IP
99 Good workforce relations
99 Good regulatory compliance record
99 A clean and tidy environment
99 Sustainable profitability
99 Healthy balance sheet

10 ways to increase the value of your
business
1

Focus on selling the benefit of buying from you

2

Grow your business

3

Review your marketing plan

4

Review your customer base

5

Increased sales and profits

6

Review prices and margins

7

Cherish your greatest assets

8

Review your management structure

9

Keep your information up to date

Your products may not be the best but your aftersales support may be unbeatable.

1
2
3
4
5

Acquisition
Get more customers
Increase transaction values by upselling
Sell more often by cross-selling
Increase range

It’s about identifying customer needs and addressing these while making a profit. Marketing is an investment not an overhead.
Look at new products for existing markets and new markets for existing products.

Are you too reliant on a single customer? This reduces value compared to a well-diversified group especially with rolling
contracts, as recurring income boosts value.

It may seem obvious but a consistent profit record is what buyers seek especially with a history in sales growth. Loss making
business are hard to sell so it’s worth turning around first then selling.

More profit means your business is worth more. Don’t be timid, remember that only around 15% of customers buy on price
alone. People pay for quality whether it’s superior products or support.

Reputation, staff and customers. Loss of any of these could jeopardise the sale. Trouble today can fester for years so remember
that prevention is better than cure.

An “owner managed business” is difficult to sell if everything revolves round one person; the owner. Implement systems to
reduce reliance on you alone even if it means investing in professional management. Independence, not dependence, is key to
value.

Strong and reliable administration underpins value. Buyers will walk away if information is stale. The latest management
accounts should be readily available and all statutory filings should be up to date.

10 Sell through a broker

Even if you “know” who will buy you, an agent is emotionally detached from the deal and can act as a buffer when you need to
reject an offer or stand firm during negotiations. The cost of a broker will repay itself many times over.

6 deadly mistakes you must avoid when
selling your business
1

Not understanding what your business is worth

2

Pitching to a single buyer

3

Neglecting the business during the sale process

4

Getting the Information Memorandum wrong

5

Not being prepared for sale

6

Failing to understand the buyer’s perspective

It is not worth what you need to retire, it is worth what the market dictates it is worth irrespective of the opinion of your
friends, family, accountant or solicitor. Setting the right price at the outset is crucial as getting it wrong will prevent buyers from
showing interest.

You’d be surprised how often this occurs. Beware of friends or competitors expressing interest in your business and declaring
that they can move quickly and will pay you a fair price. These scenarios often linger with no completion in sight as there is no
pressure because there is no competition. Exposure to the market is vital even though it may be more time consuming.

Selling is arduous, complex and time consuming. Lots of facts and figures that may be in your head or buried within your
company’s archives will need to be retrieved and put into writing for buyers, and that’s before the legal and due diligence
process has started in earnest. Business owners are often overwhelmed by all of this and take their eyes off the ball letting
sales, product quality or customer relations drift. That in turn can lead to “surprises” for the buyer when they have one final
look at the latest management figures pre-completion.

The IM is how your business is presented to the outside world like an estate agent would market a house. Getting as many
accurate facts and figures as possible along with an operational summary and opportunities for growth is vital, together
with pictures and details of the operation that let a prospective buyer understand your business and feel comfortable with
proceeding to make an offer.

You wouldn’t market a family home that has peeling paint and rubbish strewn across an overgrown lawn, so you should ensure
that your business is presentable to prospective buyers. Simple things like a tidy and orderly warehouse staffed by busy,
capable and knowledgeable employees will impress a buyer. Robust financials are also important so that means the profit and
loss account together with the balance sheet should make a buyer feel that they are dealing with a quality business. It can take
time to get your business in order so it is better to be prepared well in advance of selling.

The buyer will have an enquiring mind and if you make claims about the potential they can unlock post purchase they will
want to know why you haven’t turned the key yourself. If there is scope for cost-cutting they will ask why you didn’t get the
scissors out yourself. A recent jump in gross margin often puts buyers on alert that something fishy may be going on. They are
not necessarily trying to run down your business by asking questions they simply want to understand what they are getting
into.

To discuss your requirements further,
please ring or e-mail us.

How to
contact us

0800 012 14 16
www.henleybusiness.com
info@henleybusiness.com

www.henleybusiness.com

